INTERNATIONAL SPIRITUAL AWAKENING MINISTRIES
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT: Letitia Peters
PHONE: 347-568-3537
WEBSITE: www.ManifestTheTruth.com
EMAIL: ManifestTheTruth@outlook.com
WHAT WE WANT FOR CHRISTMAS, PRESIDENT OBAMA IS THAT NSA’s PRISM
IS TERMINATED/SUSPENDED FOR WRONGDOING & NONCOMPLIANCE & TO
CEASE & DESIST ALL UNCONSTITUTIONAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDING TRYING
TO PREVENT AMERICA’S REVIVAL FROM OCCURRING IN 2013?
“National Leaders Remains Silent on Activist’s Affidavits based on her Research & she
Demands Reliefs/Remedies NOW”
December 21, 2013, Trenton, New Jersey- What we want for Christmas, President Obama is
that NSA’s PRISM & other “secret” research projects, such as TETRA, PANDORA (CIA &
Army), & Star Wars that are experimenting on men without their informed consent or knowledge
are terminated/suspended for wrongdoing & noncompliance as per the Laws & to cease & desist
on all unconstitutional activities immediate including trying to prevent America’s Spiritual
Revival from occurring in 2013, the Year of the Jubilee? Who are they? They are men, women,
& even children who have been intentionally selected to be involuntary or unwitting “human
subjects”, without their informed consent & knowledge before the scandal of the NSA’s PRISM.
This is not about national security, research projects, war on terror or any investigation, but it is
about power, money, controlling people, greed, and getting away with heinous crimes. What
“secrets” did Snowden really tell? He spoke the “whole truth” and he kept his solemn oath to
defend the U.S. Constitution against enemies, both foreign and domestic, which you, President
Obama and all of the Congressional Representatives, Military, Agents, & Intelligence agencies
should do. It is time to hold everyone accountable. Have they followed their Code of Ethics for
Government Employees Public Law 96-303? The performance of all government employees is
measured by their moral & ethical standards. The law states, “Put loyalty to the highest moral
principles and to the country above loyalty to persons, party, or Government department &
Uphold the Constitution, laws, & regulations of the U.S. & all governments therein & never be a
party to their evasion.”
In 2010 U.S. Federal Government Paid $125,000 to Allow Activist to be “Near Death” & to
Stop America’s Revival
In 2010, Ms. Peters was slowly dying because of the daily torturing by her new “neighbors”
since she moved back to her parent’s house in Dec. 2009. Apparently, they knew her. They were
stalking her from room to room & from floor to floor with electronics weapons & radiation that

were burning her head, making her body, feet, & legs to swell up, causing dark circles around
her eyes. She experienced sleep deprivation & developed blisters in her mouth. She even had a
dream about her funeral. She needed a miracle and one day she contacted Jeanne S. who wanted
to help “targeted individuals” or TIs for short. The first question that she wanted to know: Why
was these “new neighbors” doing this to her & three generations of her family? Jeanne S. told
her that it was a subset of the United States Federal Government that was “unscrupulous” and
abusing their power. Why? They are doing it because they can. Who’s going to stop them? Ms.
Peters was shocked & something in her told Jeanne S. to give them a message: She was going to
stop them with the help of Jesus/Yeshua. Jeanne S. was offered $50,000 to no longer help to
save her life, but she refused. Rick C. received $25,000 to no longer co- host the weekly
America’s Spiritual Revival show. Ms. Peters was also told that they were “afraid” of her
because she was going to help a lot of people. Jeanne S. received $100,000.00. Now, Ms. Peters
is a credible witness and had to be dealt with quickly, illegally/legally. They recruited an army of
people to engage in military activities in order to “break her” and to stop her from achieving her
callings. They are using people, products, & establishments to commit heinous crimes without
the knowledge of the CEOs. The police has filed police reports/police events, which helps to
substantiate her theory & to document that crimes occurred at IHOP, Apple Bee’s, Best Buy &
P.F. Chang’s to name a few. She is under computer, internet, & telephone surveillance &
COINTELPRO surveillance, which has prevented her from meeting with Dr. Cornel West,
Pastor Donnie McClurkin Jr., & others. She has limited access to the outside world. She wants
freedom, truth, & justice for those who are “human subjects” in America & International now.
Activist’s Research Provides Irrefutable Evidence, even to Opt-Out of NSA’s PRISM, but
has been Ignored
Aaron Alexis experienced sleep deprivation. He did “hear voices in his head”. This is confirmed
by Microwave Expert, Dr. Barrie Trower who states in his “Barrie Trower Talks with Victims of
Non-Consensual Microwave and EMF Experimentation and Testing” interview at
http://youtu.be/09mpvscHiKI that “some people are targeted for research. Some people are
sensitive. Some people are just, very slightly sensitive but becoming more sensitive and other
people may be sensitive to particular different frequencies. The problem we have here today is
that under direction of the U. S. Government in 1976, most of the western countries,
Australia, Britain, Canada, & the U.S. They were all advised to keep everything to keep it
secret so that the Military and the Industry could be protected, you could protect their
profit margin and if the people in the Military knew that the equipment that they were
using could give them tumors, then they could start lawsuits. So the advice in 1976 from
the American Government was not to tell people the truth. Keep it secret.” He has
documents that prove that people are being paid to experiment on people without their
consent. Deborah Poulsen states, “Thousands have the same stories and or symptoms. We’ve
come together and talked.” English Physicist Dr. Barrie Trower states in response, “This is
known, if we go back to between, so that the 50’, 60’s, 70’s, 80’s, if we look at that era, even
the 90’s. I have documents you are welcome to copy for which the English, Australia,
United States CIA, The Departments DIA, Defense Intelligence Agency with Associated
Universities and the Canadian Secret Service have experimented on around five hundred
thousand for over forty years consisting of the poor, psychiatric patients, pregnant women,
children over the age of four, Muslims’, Catholics, and Service Personnel. The Service

Personnel selected were young and fit, making it an ideal epidemiologist study. Five hundred
thousand was experimented on. I have the summary of the experiments and two statements
which are worth reading. The British were involved in this as well from 1986 after five hundred
thousand were experimented on. A man from Naval Surface Weapons Center in the United
States said, “We can change behavior of cells, tissues, whole organisms,” in other words any
part of the body. “We can have a six times higher fetal mortality rate, cause birth defects
and induce malignant tumors in human cells.” From 2001-2007 there was a secret course
held. Number eleven on this course the opening statement was, “Students who will be familiar
with current knowledge, which is cancer, memory, brain dysfunction, and damage to the
eye, skin and birth defects from radio frequency, microwave radiation.” MKULTRA, I
think it had a budget of one hundred and sixty million dollars or something and the one project
there were 262 separate human experiments, like on the poor, the children, it wasn’t just
microwaves. They used all other frequencies, they used microwaves with hypnosis, microwaves
with drugs, they used combinations of things and their boast was they could, I know they
could induce any psychiatric illness that would fool a psychiatrist so that they could instill
psychosis, schizophrenia, paranoia, they could also bring on blindness, heart attacks, liver
dysfunction, heart dysfunction, anything in the human body just by targeting that organ
and they still can. He also stated, “They didn’t anticipate how quickly the cancers and the bad
behavior would come in. So, with TETRA throughout Europe really, when you have
experimented on 500,000 people and caused deaths and had them committed asylums for the
rest their lives just to experiment and caused women to have miscarriages, birth defects,
genetically deformed children. Once you’ve done all that, having a few police officers and
ambulance workers and people die is really immaterial because there are plenty more to join,
there are plenty of jobs. So, and I think it’s from the American Government’s point of view it’s
we’ll get the British to force this out, is which is what Blaire and Bush did, okay so some people
are going to die throughout Europe but we can at least listen to all the conversations, you know,
because there are better systems and safer systems and they were warned by people like
me.” The telecommunications industry is the most powerful industry, but it would be
bankrupted if the truth was known and accepted by the general public according to Dr. Trower.
Metadata is an ambiguous term to describe “data about data”. Let’s talk about specifics. What
about the Gubbins made by Motorola? What about the cipher keys from every cell phone that
must be given to Federal Government so that they can listen to every conversation? What about
the Federal Government putting capacitors into cellphones without the knowledge of the owner
to listen to every phone call? Question 5 in the Opt-Out form relates to the Health Insurance
Portability & Accessibility Act (HIPAA) Privacy Rules as a “human subject” & the Personal
Health Information (PHI) that he/she has the right to revoke, request, & access. How is the data
that has been collected been permanently destroyed since 2007? Lies, deception, active denial,
disinformation, threats, bribery, blackmail, intimidation by force, protocol and the
technology have allowed this “well-oiled machine” to continued non-stop for 65 plus years.
The research is contained in the two 40 page Affidavits & her 14 page Opt-Out form, which are
posted at www.ManifestTheTruth.com under the “Human Subject Research Opt-Out
Information”. The article for the December 20, 2013 I.S.A.M. Blog is also available for review.
According to the laws, a “human subject” can opt-out of the research project at any time without
prejudice & that NSA’s PRISM should be terminated/suspended for wrongdoing &
noncompliance. In Aug. 2013, Ms. Peters submitted an Affidavit of Truth Opt-Out of NSA’s

PRISM form & there was no response. In Nov., she demanded in another Affidavit that they
honor her remedies.
All Unconstitutional Activities must Cease & Desist so that America’s Spiritual Revival can
Occur in 2013
The 150th anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation occurred on January 1st, which makes
this the Year of the Jubilee. There are two momentous themes: First, as of January 1, 1863,
people held as slaves "shall be then, thenceforth, and forever free." Second, all government
authorities "will recognize and maintain the freedom of such persons, and will do no acts to
repress such persons in any efforts they may make for their actual freedom." It is high time
to help release our shackled brothers and sisters "…for their actual freedom as stated by
Pastor De Vries." America has not kept her promise. We demand that reform occurs & laws
are ratified. For over 100 years, researchers have secretly experimented on descendants of slaves
& it has never stopped. The laws have so many loopholes that unscrupulous researchers are
taking advantage of them. We are praying for a spiritual awakening. The Worldwide Prayer &
Fasting event ends on Dec. 31st & we are praying for 3 events to occur in 2013. The 3 day
revival must occur in N.Y., N. J., & Washington, DC. Believers are requested to join the “Pray
The Lord’s Prayer on the Hour” by praying it in the original/modified form, which is posted at
ManifestTheTruth.com. We want all unconstitutional activities to cease & desist. They are
listening to the phone calls, rerouting the phone calls, emails are being targeted, event
invitations are not being received by everyone who is being invited on Facebook,text messages
are edited or not delivered, emails are bouncing, & content about this event on the website are
hidden or changed. Ms. Peters is demanding that she receive a technology kit & a purchase order
is set-up because of the constant harassment. Monies have been stolen from her. She has been
prevented from running a successful & profitable ministry. Are these the “dangerous & criminal
activities” that Snowden was alluding to, President Obama? Who will join us in the last week of
this event? Will it be you?

